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Abstract—Network coding substantially improves the 
throughput of a network and possesses security superiority, 
but the security and performance of a network coding 
based wireless network are highly susceptible to malicious 
attacks such as pollution attack, dropping attack, lack of 
cooperation and selfish nodes collusion. This paper designs 
a secure network coding scheme that works in an 
adversarial environment, which can resist pollution attack, 
decrease the compromising probability of the message, and 
achieve tradeoff between security and performance by 
integrating the multipath and optimizing the coding packets 
allocation. Meanwhile, it also improves the fault tolerance 
of link failure or dropping attack by adding the finite 
redundancy coding packets. In addition, considering the 
selfish nodes of noncooperation communication, we design 
an incentive compatible protocol to stimulate forwarding 
packets and prove that only following the protocol honestly 
can obtain maximum utility. Furthermore, it is also proved 
that there is no collusion that can profit all colluding 
players. Finally, the simulation evaluation and security 
analysis confirm our theoretical results.  
 
Index Terms—Network coding, malicious attacks, 
multipath routing, game theory, collusion 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Network coding is a novel approach proposed by 
Ahlswede et al. in [1] which allows network nodes to 
mix incoming data packets rather than simply forward 
them. Recently, network coding caught significant 
attention in the research community because compared to 
other traditional methods, it can improve network 
throughput, be done in a distributed network with low 
complexity and potentially possess security superiority 
[2], [3], [4]. 

However, most of previous papers mainly pursue good 

performance, while security aspects are disregarded, 
which induces numerous security vulnerabilities in 
system. Although several literature relevant to the 
security of network coding has existed, most of them 
focus on packet pollution attack. Current solutions to 
packet pollution attack in network coding systems can be 
categorized into cryptographic approaches, approaches 
based on network error correction coding, and 
information theoretic approaches [5]. 

Cryptographic approaches rely on augmenting the 
network coded packets with additional verification 
information; this allows intermediate nodes to verify the 
validity of coded packets and filter out polluted packets 
such as [6], [7], [8], [9]. But as we know, cryptography 
will consume mass resource in system, especially 
limiting its application on energy constraint system such 
as sensor networks. 

Approaches based on a network error correcting 
coding theory are used by detecting and correcting 
corrupted packets in network coding systems [10], [11]. 
However, these approaches have limited error correcting 
ability. 

Information theoretic approaches do not filter out 
polluted packets at intermediate nodes; instead, they add 
enough redundant information into packets which allows 
receivers to detect the presence of polluted packets [12], 
or use a distributed protocol which allows receivers to 
tolerate pollution and recover original packets [13], [14]. 
But these solutions do not consider the generalized scene 
of lossy links or interference from third party which will 
cause the failure of recovering original packets by 
destination node. 

In addition to the pollution attack in network coding, 
there are several other attacks or threats such as: 
compromising attack, dropping attack, lack of 
cooperation, selfish nodes collusion attack and so on. 
Little research work was systemically done to resist all 
these attacks simultaneously. Especially on stimulate 
selfish nodes to forward packets and prevent nodes 
collusion for more payment. Conventionally, the measure 
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of incentive compatible packet forwarding can be 
categorized into work use credit or virtual money to 
encourage [15], [16] and work based on reputation 
systems [17]. On resisting selfish nodes colluding attack, 
S. Zhong et al. [18] present a systematic study of 
collusion-resistant routing in noncooperative wireless ad 
hoc networks. Results from experiments show that their 
solution is collusion-resistant and has good performance. 
Whereas, these existing schemes are all designed for 
conventional routing protocol, and thus no longer fully 
fit for the routing based on network coding.  

Currently, Incentive compatible opportunistic routing 
based on network coding was first studied by F. Wu et al. 
[19], who rigorously prove that their technique 
guarantees that it is a strict dominant strategy for each 
user node to behave honestly. They also design an 
enhanced protocol to prevent cheating not only in 
reporting loss rates but also in measuring them. Formally, 
they show that, with this enhanced protocol, it is a strict 
Nash equilibrium for each user node to behave honestly 
in both measuring and reporting. Such scheme is 
vulnerable to confront an adversarial environment, and 
there are no measures to resist malicious attacks. 

Intuitively, the research of secure network coding is 
still preliminarily. As such, designing a systemic scheme 
protect against various attacks will be a major challenge.  

The objective of this paper is to address the above 
issues. In this paper, we design a secure network coding 
system and incentive compatible mechanism for 
multihop wireless networks that can effectively limit 
malicious attacks. Our major contributions can be 
summarized as follows: 

First, we are the first to systemically design a mixed 
secure network coding scheme for wireless networks to 
combat against various attacks such as: pollution attack, 
compromising attack, dropping attack, lack of 
cooperation, selfish nodes collusion attack and so on. 

Second, our scheme decreases the compromising 
probability of the message by integrating the multipath 
and optimizing the coding packets allocation when 
design the secure network coding. Meanwhile, scheme 
improves the fault tolerance of link failure or dropping 
attack by adding the finite redundancy coding packets in 
source node. 

Third, according to a large extent of cooperation 
among nodes that network coding based wireless 
network requires, we design an incentive compatible 
mechanism to stimulate intermediate nodes forwarding 
packets. We construct competition relationship among 
multiple paths for traffic transmission, and then prove 
that it is a Nash equilibrium for each player to follow the 
protocol faithfully. It means that no strategies can get 
more utility than in the Nash equilibrium state when 
other players are honest. 

Fourth, we further prove that players collusion group 
C, the strategy profile s∗  in which all players follow the 
protocol honestly is a group Nash equilibrium. This 
means that players cannot gain more utility from 
collusion than group Nash equilibrium the system 
converges to. 

Finally, simulation results and security analysis show 
that our scheme improves the security of network coding 
based wireless network and has a good performance in 
the presence of above mentioned attacks. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The 
preliminaries and notations are presented in Section Ⅱ. 
In Section Ⅲ we describe the secure network coding 
scheme. Incentive compatible mechanism is given in 
Section Ⅳ. In Section Ⅴ, we discuss the security issues. 
Simulation results are showed and analyzed in Section 
Ⅵ, and conclusions are drawn in Section Ⅶ. 

II.  PRELIMINARIES AND MODEL 

In this section, we first introduce the preliminary 
knowledge of game theory, follows by network model, 
adversarial model, and notations. 

A. Nash Equilibrium 
Nash equilibrium is a solution concept of a game 

involving two or more players, in which each player is 
assumed to know the equilibrium strategies of the other 
players, and no player has anything to gain by changing 
only his or her own strategy unilaterally. If each player 
has chosen a strategy and no player can benefit by 
changing his or her strategy while the other players keep 
theirs unchanged, then the current set of strategy choices 
and the corresponding payoffs constitute a Nash 
equilibrium [20], [21]. 

B. Network Model 
In this paper, the topology of the wireless network is 

represented by the directed graph ( , )G N L= , where N is 
the set of nodes and L is the set of directed links. Our 
analysis is based on a data session between source 
node S  and destination node D . We use P to denote the 
set of paths between S and D . The number of shares 
from S to D that traverses along path i P∈ , the reliability 
probability of link l L∈ and the compromised probability 
of path i P∈ are denoted by if , lr , and ip , respectively. 
Let d denote the packet delivery ratio and letθ denote 
tradeoff coefficient between security and performance. 

C. Adversarial Model 
This model assumes omniscient adversaries, i.e., 

adversaries with the ability to eavesdrop all links, and 
know the encoding and decoding algorithm 
between S and D . They also can inject their corrupt 
packets into any links of the network and pretend they 
are part of the data flow from S to D . Whereas, we 
suppose the maximum number of packets that 
adversaries can inject is bounded. Moreover, we assume 
that the path set is computable by adversaries using 
traffic analysis and estimation [22]. 

D. Notations 
Some important notations used in network coding 

scheme can be found in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 

Symbols used in network coding scheme 

Notations   Definition 
Matrix X k original packets 
Matrix A z corrupt packets 
m Length of packet 
k Number of packets in a batch 
z Total number of corrupt packets that 

adversaries can inject in a batch 

III.  DESIGN OF SECURE NETWORK CODING 

This design builds on the scheme of [13], which 
introduced distributed polynomial-time rate-optimal 
network codes that work in the presence of Byzantine 
nodes. But we add two major contributions to it: first, we 
decrease the compromising probability of the message by 
employing multipath and optimizing the coding packets 
allocation. Second, we improve the fault tolerance for 
link failure by adding redundancy coding packets.  

Each block of the information stream is partitioned 
into k packets as a batch, where we focus only on one 
batch for simplicity. We only consider communication 
between a single S and a single D for simplicity, but our 
scheme can be generalized to multicast flow. 

A. Optimal Coding Packet Allocation on Paths 
In this subsection, we assume that totally there are 

| |P node-disjoint paths, path 1, path 2 … path | |P , 
available from the source to the destination node. Our 
focus is how to select security paths and allocate 
message packets on these chosen disjoint paths so that 
the overall message security risk is minimized and the 
delivery ratio obtains an ideal value. 
Definition 1. We define our routing protocol as the 
dependent path routing protocol [23] which uses 
multiple node disjoint paths in which data traversing 
separate paths are jointly coded and secured. 

From definition 1, which means in our protocol, a set 
of coded packets must be jointly decoded in order to 
recover the original message. 

We formalize the packet allocation in path set to 
minimize the routing security risk while limiting the 
delivery ratio under an ideal value. Nevertheless, the 
attackers make efforts to maximize this risk and 
unreachable ratio. These can be viewed as a following 
minimax optimization problem: 

*

, ,
min max (0.5 0.5 )

i i
i l if i P p i P i P l i

r f r p
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

= +∑ ∏       (1) 

Subject to 
0.7,

,0 1,

, 0,

l

i i
i P

i i
i P

r l L
p t p i P

f n f i P
∈

∈

> ∀ ∈

≤ ≤ ≤ ∀ ∈

= ≥ ∀ ∈

∑

∑

 

Where a captured link may be in a random position in a 
path, so constant 0.5 is from an average of (1 )l

l i
r

∈

+ ∏ , 

i.e., (1 ) / 2l
l i

r
∈

+ ∏ , 0.7lr > denotes only the reliability 

probability of link l ( 0.7> ) can reserve in path set, 
n equals the number of transmitted packets in S , t  
equals number of attackers, (0.5 0.5 )i l i

i P l i
r f r p

∈ ∈

= +∑ ∏ . 

With respect to the above optimization and following 
model, we define these concepts as follows: 
Definition 2. If link l L∈ is compromised by attacker, 
then any message traverse the link l will be eavesdropped 
or modified. 
Definition 3. The path i P∈ is compromised if and only if 
there is at least one link l i∈ for which is compromised. 
Definition 4. The entire message transmission along 
path set P is compromised if and only if the compromised 
shares equal or bigger than k. 

We employ game theory to model our optimization 
problem as a noncooperative game between source node 
and attackers, denotes as 1G . The strategy sets of source 
node and attackers are { , }if i P∈ and { , }ip i P∈ , 
respectively. The source node is to minimize its utility 
function sU r= by if and attackers aim to maximize its 
utility function AU r= by ip . A set of strategies is a Nash 
Equilibrium (NE) if no player can do better by 
unilaterally changing his or her strategy, thus, each 
strategy in a Nash equilibrium is a best response to all 
other strategies in that equilibrium. John Forbes Nash in 
his article Non-Cooperative Games was to define a 
mixed strategy Nash Equilibrium. 
Theorem 1. In game 1 2 1 2{ , ,..., ; , ,..., }n nG S S S u u u= , 
there are n players, iS and iu denote strategy set and 
utility function of player i respectively, if n is finite and 

iS is a finite set of strategies of every player i, then prove 
that at least one (mixed strategy) Nash Equilibrium must 
exist in G [21],[24].  

Since players can choose from finitely many strategies 
and only two players in 1G , we can derive a (mixed 
strategy) Nash Equilibrium is exist in our game model.  

Thus, we can transform our minimax optimization 
problem to following form: 

* *

, ,
min max [ ( ), ( )]

i i
s i if i P p i P

r U f i P p i P
∈ ∈

= ∈ ∈      (2) 

Where * *( , )i if p is a mixed strategy NE of 1G . 
Definition 5. In our protocol, every choice path has at 
most one attacker. 

From Ref. [22], we can know that the path set is 
computable by attacker using traffic analysis and 
estimation, in addition, the choice paths are node disjoint 
paths, the intelligent choice of collusion attackers is 
attack one path at most one attacker. 

Obviously, solve the minimax optimization problem 
equal to find the NE in 1G . We cite the following lemma 
of mixed strategy NE to compute the optimal solution. 
Lemma 1. Every action in the support of any player’s 
NE mixed strategy yields the same payoff [21], [25]. 
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If i
i P

p t
∈

=∑ , then we apply the lemma 1, we can derive 

the following equation: 

*
*

* min / [1/(0.5 0.5 )]l
i P l ii P

r nt r
∈ ∈∈

= +∑ ∏        (3) 

Subject to
*

2 / [1/(0.5 0.5 )] 1l l
l i l jj P

r t r
∈ ∈∈

≥ + −∑∏ ∏    (4) 

Afterward, NE * *( , )i if p can be figured out as follows: 

*

* / [(0.5 0.5 ) 1/(0.5 0.5 )]i l l
l i l jj P

f n r r
∈ ∈∈

= + +∑∏ ∏     (5) 

*

* / [(0.5 0.5 ) 1/(0.5 0.5 )]i l l
l i l jj P

p t r r
∈ ∈∈

= + +∑∏ ∏     (6) 

Meanwhile, we define the n ’s value as follows: 

*

*1/(0.5 )/ | |l
l jj P

n k r Pθ
∈∈

= +∑ ∏        (7) 

Where *| |P denotes the number of paths which are 
selected to transmit shares. 

We introduce an algorithm to find our path set *P such 
that

*
*

* min / [1/ (0.5 0.5 )]l
i P l ii P

r nt r
∈ ∈∈

= +∑ ∏ . 

1: Input: path set P which was established by 
multipath routing finding algorithm [26]. 

2: For each path i P∈ do. 
3: If path i P∈ satisfies the constraints (4), reserve this 

path in P . 
4: Else: delete this path from P . 
5: End for. 

6: Return new P which *P P= . 
Algorithm 1: Optimal path set computation algorithm 

B. Network Coding Scheme 
The packet format is denoted as: 

Batch identifier Data segment 
A packet contains m symbols from the finite 

field qF , mϕ symbols are added as redundancy. One 
batch can be taken as a matrix X as follows: 

11 12 1( )

21 22 2( )

1 2 ( )

1 0 0
0 1 0

0 0 1

m k

m k

k k k m k

a a a
a a a

X

a a a

−

−

−

 
 
 =  
  
 

K K
K K

M M O M M M O M
K K

   (8) 

The thi row in the matrix denotes the thi packet in the 
batch, right side of X is a k k× identity matrix. The z 
packets that adversaries inject into each batch can be 
described as: 

11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

m

m

z z zm

b b b
b b b

A

b b b

 
 
 =
 
 
 

K
K

M M O M
K

            (9) 

1) Source node encoding 
From matrix X we can deduce that the original 

message length of one batch is 2( )km m kϕ− − , the 
redundancy mϕ column vector computed by solving the 
following matrix equation. 

0RX =
r

                (10) 
Where R is a m kmϕ × matrix defined as a redundancy 
matrix. R is chosen from the independent and uniformly 
random symbol in finite field qF and is known to 
participant nodes including adversaries. X

r
 is obtained by 

stacking the columns of X one after the other. 
Source node encodes this batch X into n  (the value of 

n according to the equation (7)) transmitted packets 
according to the following equation. 

11 12 1 11 1 12 2 1

21 22 2 21 1 22 2 2

1 2 1 1 2 2

k k k

k k k

n n nk n n nk k

e e e e B e B e B
e e e e B e B e B

X

e e e e B e B e B

+ + +   
   + + +   =
   
   

+ + +   

K K
K K

M M O M M
K K

(11) 

Where iB denotes the thi row of matrix X , 
( 1, 2 ; 1, 2 )ije i n j k= =K K denotes the coefficients of 

random linear combination of original packets. 
Finally, source node transmits n coding packets to 

destination node, the number of packets allocate on 
path i  according to the value of *

if . 
2) Intermediate node encoding 
If * 2if ≥ , intermediate node of path i random linear 

combines the received packets and outputs 
corresponding number of transmitted packets, otherwise, 
intermediate node doesn’t apply linear transform to 
received packet. 

3) Destination node decoding 
The decoding process is similar to the Ref. [13]. The 

transformation of one batch packets in the network can 
be showed as: 

[ ]| a

X
Y T T

A
 

=  
 

            (12) 

Where X is the original packets sent by source node, 
Y is the received encoding packets, T denotes the linear 
transform from source to destination node, aT denotes 
the linear transform from adversary to destination node. 

Destination node selects k z+ linearly independent 
columns from Y , and denotes as iY . The corresponding 
columns in X and A can be denoted as iX and iA , 
respectively. Equation (12) can be written as: 

[ ]| i
i a

i

X
Y T T

A
 

=  
 

            (13) 

Therefore, Y can be denoted as: 

[ ]| i
a

i

X E
Y T T

A E
 

=  
 

           (14) 

Subject to  iY Y E=  
If [ ]| aT T is invertible, then we can obtain: 

iX X E=                (15) 
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We denote the first m k− columns of matrix E as E′ , 
X as [ ]1 2 3X X X X= , where 1X corresponds to the first 
z columns of X, 3X to the last k columns of X . Thus, we 
can write the equation (15) into 

[ ] 1
1 2 1 2iX X X E E′ ′= +            (16) 

Where 1
iX denotes the first z columns of iX , 1E′ denotes 

first z rows of E′ and 2E′ denotes the last k rows of E′ . 
Combining the equation (10) and (16), we can get 

1 2

2 2

X E
B

X R I
   ′

=   
−   

r r
r r               (17) 

Where 2R denotes the last k k∗ columns of R  
and 1R denotes the remainder of R , 1X

r
denotes the 

vector obtained by stacking the columns of matrix 
1X one after the other. And matrix B can be denoted as: 

1,1 2,1 ,1

1, 2, ,

1, 1 2, 1 , 1

1, 2, ,

1

(1 )

(1 )

z

z z z z

z z z z

m k m k z m k

e I e I e I

e I e I e I
e I e I e IB

e I e I e I
R

+ + +

− − −

′ ′ ′− − − 
 
 
 ′ ′ ′− − −
 

′ ′ ′− − −=  
 
 

′ ′ ′− − − 
 
 

K
M M M M

L
K

M M M M
K

0

Ι
    (18) 

Where ije′ denotes the ( , )thi j entry of the matrix 1E′ , 
identity matrix I has dimension k , zero matrix 0 has 
dimension ( )zk k m z k× − − , identity matrix I has 
dimension ( )k m z k× − − . 

Destination node received packets are related to 
source node and adversary’s transmitted packets, if 
destination node receives at least k z+ packets from 
source node in one batch and matrix B has full column 
rank, then equation (18) has a unique solution. The 
destination node can decode the packets successfully 
even where adversaries exist. 

IV.  DESIGN OF INCENTIVE COMPATIBILITY 
MECHANISM 

The former section assumes that the nodes are very 
cooperative, but in fact a selfish node may be unwilling 
to spend its resources on forwarding packets if there is 
no corresponding compensation, even though this node 
expects other nodes to forward its packets to the 
destination. Therefore, we should design an incentive 
mechanism to encourage the nodes to forward packets. 
This mechanism must maintain the low cost for 
transmitting message and at the same time effectively 
resist the nodes collusion. 

A. Definition 
We model the routing based on network coding as 

game strategy. 
Definition 6. A strategy profile s∗ of all players’ 
strategies is a Nash equilibrium if i is s ∗≠ and 

( , ) ( , )i i i i i iu s s u s s∗ ∗ ∗
− −>           (19) 

Definition 7. A strategy profile s∗ is a group Nash 
equilibrium if for all nonempty subset C of players, for 
all profile cs of strategies in C, there is a player in C∈  
which 

( , ) ( , )i C C i C Cu s s u s s∗ ∗ ∗
− −≥         (20) 

Where is denotes the strategy that player i takes 
and is− denotes the strategies of all players except node i . 
Here, iu is the utility function of player i . In this paper, 
we ignore the cost of control packets for the small 
overhead compare to the data packets. 

B. Incentive Design 
We integrate incentive mechanism into network 

coding based routing protocol to constitute a mixed 
secure network coding scheme. The aims of our 
mechanism are to enable the optimal strategies of all 
players to converge to an equilibrium state and maintain 
players’ collusion can not obtain more utility than 
following protocol honestly. 

First of all, incentive mechanism is necessary to 
encourage players to forward packets. Every player who 
participates in transmission packets must be paid to 
compensate the cost of forwarding packets by source 
node S . A player in ’s utility is given by 

( ),i j i iu f p c j P= − ∈          (21) 

Subject to
( )

( )
i i i

i i i

p p a
c c s

=

=
 

Where jf denotes the number of data packets send by 
player in (including injecting packets from 
adversaries), ip denotes the unit payment for 
player in , ic is the real cost of player in sending a unit of 
data, ia is the claimed cost of player in sending a unit of 
data. If player in is not in the path set *P , then the values 
of both ip and ic are 0. 

Second, incentive mechanism is important to further 
prevent behavior of dropping or dropping part of 
forwarding packets in players. Accordingly, a 
punishment will be applied to players’ noncooperation 
behavior. If the malicious action of one player is detected, 
the path where this player lies will be removing from the 
transmission path set *P . The malicious action can be 
detected via following formula: 

*(0.5 0.5 )(1 ), ( )i l i
l i

f r p i P
∈

+ − ∈∏       (22) 

Where if denotes the pure data recovered from the 
adversaries inject data. Because destination node 
transmits the corresponding numerical value and the 
number of injecting data packets from adversary to 
source node as an acknowledge packet, source node can 
detect the malicious action by discovering large margin 
between each other.  

Third, the incentive mechanism must preserve the 
player’s claimed cost lies with in a reasonable range, 
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with only slightly higher than the real cost being allowed. 
We construct competition relationship among multiple 
paths. The path will be deleted from path set *P if total 
amount of the claimed cost of this path are the highest. 
The algorithm is presented below. 

1: Input: path set *P which was established by 
algorithm 1. 

2: Computing
*

arg max ( ) / [ ( ) 1]
j P

i A j h j
∈

= − , ( )A j denotes 

the total amount of claimed cost of 
path j , ( )h j denotes hops of path j . 

3: Deleting path i from *P . 
4: Updating *P . 

Algorithm 2: Lowest cost path set optimization algorithm 

Player can maximize its claimed cost to the extent that 
the path where this player lies won’t be removed from 
transmission path set. If the sum of players’ claimed cost 
in one path is quite high, then this path will be deleted 
from path set *P . If one player *,in j j P∈ ∈ , the claimed 
cost ia of this player can equal to or be only slightly 
higher than ic . Then this player can gain the optimal 
claimed cost ia ∗ through algorithm 3.  

Initially, i ia c∗ = , while *j P∈ . 
1: For each player in j∈ do. 
2: i ia a α∗ ∗= + . 
3: If the value of

i

i
n j

a ∗

∈
∑ is acceptable by the system 

which means path j will still exist in path set *P , 
then go to step 2. 

4: Recover the previous value of ia ∗ , perform 

i ia a α∗ ∗= − . 
5: End for. 
6: Update ia ∗ . 

Algorithm 3: Optimal claimed cost obtain algorithm 

Theorem 2. In our scheme, payments are provided to 
incent every player in to forward packets. It is a Nash 
equilibrium for all players to obey protocol honestly. 

 Proof: First of all, the players denote the nodes in the 
path set *P . Here, s∗ is the strategy profile of all players 
that follow the protocol honestly. and is ∗

− is the strategy 
profile of all players except player in . If 
player ,in j j P∗∈ ∈ selects strategy is ∗ and claims 
cost ia ∗ , then the expected utility of player in is 

( , ) ( )

[ ( ) ( )]
i i i j i i

j i i i i

u s s f p c

f p a c s

∗ ∗
−

∗ ∗

= −

= −
         (23) 

If player ,in j j P∗∈ ∈ selects strategy is ( i is s ∗≠ ) 
and claims cost ia ( i ia a ∗≠ ), then the expected utility of 
player in is 

( , ) ( )

[ ( ) ( )]
i i i j i i

j i i i i

u s s f p c
f p a c s

∗
− = −

= −
         (24) 

Payment function ip  increases with the value of 

claimed cost rise. According to algorithm 3, we can 
deduce that i ia a∗ > , thus, ( ) ( )i i i ip a p a∗ > . In order to 
maximize the utility, player will make every endeavor to 
reduce the real cost of itself, therefore, the optimal 
strategy ( ) ( )i i i ic s c s∗ < . Combining the above two results, 
we can educe the following expression: 

( , ) ( , )i i i i i iu s s u s s∗ ∗ ∗
− −>           (25) 

This means strategy profile s∗ of all players is a Nash 
equilibrium.                                  □ 

C. Collusion Analysis 
Theorem 3. For players collusion group C, the strategy 
profile s∗ , in which the protocol that all players honestly 
follow is a group Nash equilibrium. 

Proof: This theorem means that the players’ collusion 
can not obtain more payment than honestly following 
protocol. We divide the utilities’ calculation into two 
cases. 

Case 1: ,i i ia a n C∗> ∈ , if i ia a ∗> , from algorithm 3 
we can find the path where the player in lies can be found 
then deleted from path set *P , when *P becomes to be an 
empty set, system will initiate the route discovery 
process to dynamically find new paths to destination 
node. Thus, we can get 

( , ) 0

( , ) 0

( , ) ( , )

i C C

i C C

i C C i C C

u s s
u s s

u s s u s s

∗ ∗
−

∗
−

∗ ∗ ∗
− −

≥

=

⇒ ≥

       (26) 

Case 2: ,i i ia a n C∗≤ ∈ , if i ia a ∗≤ , we can get 

( ) ( )

( , ) [ ( ) ( )]

( , ) [ ( ) ( )]

( , ) ( , )

i i i i

i C C j i i i i

i C C j i i i i

i C C i C C

p a p a
u s s f p a c s

u s s f p a c s

u s s u s s

∗

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
−

∗
−

∗ ∗ ∗
− −

≤

= −

= −

⇒ ≤

    (27) 

Combining the above two expressions, we can see that 
players can not increase their utility by colluding.    □ 

V.  SECURITY ANALYSIS 

In this section, we will analyze the security of our 
scheme via evaluating its robustness in the presence of 
some attacks described above. 

Compromising attack: Multiple paths are used in our 
scheme, which makes the eavesdropping attack 
maximally difficult as the attackers would have to 
eavesdrop on all possible paths. The optimal coding 
packets allocation mechanism is implemented in our 
network coding scheme, which further decreases the 
compromising risk of transmission information.  

From the perspective of the quantitative analysis, 
simulation results of next section confirm the above 
stated theoretical analysis. The detailed presentation of 
numerical results can be referred to next section 
(subsection A). Meanwhile, as data transmission is based 
on network coding, attackers also have to decrypt the 
intercepted data. It is difficult to successfully decrypt 
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data unless there is enough eavesdropped information. 
Pollution attack: This attack means that adversaries 

inject corrupted packets to our transmission links. If the 
size of corrupted packets is close to or exceeds the 
network capacity, it is difficult to resist this type of attack. 
But using our network coding scheme, system can 
endure finite pollution attack and retrieve original 
information from mixed corrupted information.  

Whereas the fault tolerance capabilities sacrifice 
partial throughput of the network, the throughput that can 
be achieved by our scheme is upper-bounded by the 
information theoretic optimal rate of 2 ( )z n kφ − − − , 
where φ is the network capacity between source and 
destination nodes. The payload of one batch packets is 

2km m kϕ− − . We can see that resisting pollution does 
reduce throughput and payload of packet because 
pollution packets are injected and the error-correcting 
decoding algorithm is used. However, this is the tradeoff. 
We argue that for security critical applications, the 
concern of network efficiency might not be as critical as 
network security. 

Dropping attack: Dropping attack falls into two cases: 
one of them indicates the attacker’s malicious action. As 
we add the redundancy coding packets in source node, 
our coding scheme has well fault tolerance capability 
against dropping attack. The maximum number of 
packets that allow to be dropped is n-k when the links of 
network remain lossless. 

The other indicates the inner nodes’ selfish action. An 
incentive compatible mechanism is designed to defend 
against selfish action. The last section (subsection B) 
demonstrates that only honestly behaving can gain 
maximum payment from source node; meanwhile, the 
simulation results in next section (subsection B) also 
show that forwarding packets can maximize the node’s 
utility. As such, this incentive mechanism can prevent the 
inner nodes’ dropping attack. 

Collusion attack: The attack means that inner nodes 
collude to cheat more payment from source node. The 
theorem 3 shows that our incentive measure can 
effectively resist collusion attack. The simulation figure 
also validates theorem 3 in next section (subsection B). 
In summary, our incentive compatible mechanism can 
prevent the nodes collusion attack.  

VI.  SIMULATION RESULTS 

Our simulation is implemented in OPNET [27]; the 
network coverage area is a 1000m*1000m square with 
100 mobile nodes. Each node has radio power range of 
200m. The channel capacity is 2 Mbps. The IEEE 802.11 
wireless LAN standard is used as the MAC layer 
protocol. The network topology is generated randomly. 
We evaluate the performance and security of network by 
the following metrics: 
• Utility per batch: the total payment received from 

source node minus the real cost of player forwarding 
packets per batch. 
• Security risk: the probability of message which is 

compromised. 

• Delivery ratio: the ratio of packets reaches D to the 
total packets generated at the S.  

A. Security Risk and Delivery Ratio 

In this setting, the reliability of Link l L∈ is generated 
through a normal distribution ( 0.7, 2 0.2)N µ σ= = . The 
simulation assumes that our transmission exist in the 
worst case in which the attackers know the path set and 
every path allocates at most one attacker. We observe the 
fact that the number of maximum paths in this 
experiment is around 6 and the maximum routing 
overhead is around 8 (routing overhead: the ratio of the 
total hop count from source to destination node in our 
multipath routing to the minimum hop count in 
single-path routing). 

 
 “DPSP” denotes the algorithm of Ref. [28]. “Our 

scheme” denotes the protocol proposed in this paper. 
Fig.1 depicts the security risk at different number of 
attackers. Figure shows that the security risk rises 
significantly with the increase of the number of attackers, 
and the risk decreases with theθ rising from 0.65 to 0.75. 
Obviously, the security risk of our scheme is less than 
DPSP, and these results are not the best of our algorithm. 
We can obtain a better value of security risk by adjusting 
tradeoff coefficient θ , as the theoretic analysis of 
equation (7) the security risk and delivery ratio will 
decrease with the increase ofθ . The simulation results 
demonstrate that our scheme further enhances the 
security of the network subject to the worst case. It also 
confirms that the message will nearly be compromised if 
the number of attackers *| |t P≥ . 

We consider that the attack not only compromise our 
packets, but also disrupt the communication. Fig.2 shows 
that the delivery ratio reduces saliently with the increase 
of the number of attackers, and also decreases with the 
increase ofθ . The delivery ratio of our scheme is still 
higher than DPSP, although in order to keep the low 
security risk, we sacrifice part of the delivery ratio. 
Combination Fig.1 and Fig.2 we can deduce that our 
scheme is more robust and flexible than DPSP’s; we can 
also derive that choosing the reliability path and 
maximizing the paths can avoid or at least reduce the 
compromising probability and increase the delivery ratio. 

In conclusion, simulation results show that the design 
of the scheme further improves routing security and fault 
tolerance, and helps to flexibly achieve tradeoff between 
security risk and delivery ratio viaθ . Moreover, since the 
scheme is based on network coding and only performs 
several linear combination operations on packets, it has 
lower complexity than cryptography-based network 
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coding scheme and conventional routing scheme. 

B. Player’s Utility 

We assume that one player in ’s optimal strategy is 
0.3 / , ( ) 0.26 /i i i ia unit c c s unit∗ ∗= = = ; when this player 

deviates from protocol, we suppose the claimed cost 
ia generates from a uniform distribution 
[0.25,0.35], 0.3 /iU a unit≠ and ( ) 0.26 /i i ic c s unit= = , 

simulation implements 50 times with randomly 
selected ia ’s value from uniform distribution. Other 
players honestly follow the protocol. We set batch 
size k to 30 packets and 0.001α = . 

Fig.3 demonstrates the utility of different strategies of 
one randomly selected player. Optimal strategy denotes 
the strategy of Nash equilibrium state, simulation results 
show that the utility gain of any players deviating from 
protocol is always less than utility gained via honestly 
obeying the protocol. The negative utility means the 
claimed cost is less than the real cost for forwarding 
packets. Fig.3 also further confirms that no strategy can 
get more utility than in the Nash equilibrium state when 
other players are honest. 
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In the second setting, we suppose that 20% players 

collude which implies that these players deviate from our 
protocol. We also assume the claimed cost of collusion 
players obeys uniform distribution [0.25,0.35]U and 

( ) 0.26 /i i ic c s unit= = . The optimal strategy takes 
0.3 /ia unit∗ = . 

Fig.4 plots one randomly selected colluding player’s 
utility, only when the collusion strategy ,i i ia a n C∗= ∈ the 
utility can reach to top. Experimental results also confirm 
that no collusion strategy can obtain more utility than 
group Nash equilibrium state. There is no collusion 
strategy that can make all colluding players benefit. On 
the contrary, other players do not reside in paths where 
colluding player resides will gain more utility for 
carrying more weight per batch. 

C. Collusion Effect on Security Risk and Delivery Ratio 

In this setting, the reliability of Link l L∈ is generated 
through a normal distribution ( 0.7, 2 0.2)N µ σ= = and 

0.75θ = . We demonstrate the collusion action can 
impact on data security transmission and delivery ration. 
Players collude to maximize their profit via deviation, 
which means players’ claimed cost i ia a ∗> , is a little bit 
different from players collusion mentioned above. Two 

different proportions of colluding players are 25% and 
40%. Meanwhile, we observe the fact that the number of 
maximum paths in this experiment is around 6 and the 
maximum routing overhead is around 7. 

 
Fig.5 illustrates the players’ collusion effect on data 

transmission security when using our scheme. In honest 
behavior, players follow the protocol faithfully where the 
node disjoint paths are around 6. For the sake of 
increasing their utility, the cost that claimed by the 
colluding players emerges simultaneously i ia a ∗> , then 
according to the algorithm 3 the paths where colluding 
players lie will be deleted from the path set. Therefore, 
the number of paths used to send data is less than 6 while 
25% players collude. Thus, the data transmission security 
risk of 25% players’ collusion is higher than no players’ 
collusion. With the increase of collusion rate, the security 
risk is proportioned to this rate. Consequently, the effect 
on security risk of 40% players’ collusion is highest. 

The delivery ratio is calculated by following equation: 

*

[ (1 )] /i l i
l ii P

d f r p k
∈∈

= −∑ ∏  

Fig.6 shows the colluding players’ effect on the 
delivery ratio if using our scheme. It can be seen from 
the numerical results that with the increase of collusion 
rate, the delivery ratio will decrease correspondingly. 
Because cutting down the transmission paths can 
augment the probability of being attacked, which type of 
attack not only compromises our data but also interrupts 
our transmission, the data delivery ratio will be reduced. 
Although players’ collusion has adverse effect on our 
scheme’s performance and security, from Fig.4 we can 
still obtain that the utility of colluding players is less than 
obeying the protocol. Hence, no players are willing to 
take collusion action for nonprofit results.  

VII.  CONCLUSIONS 

In order to maintain the security and efficient 
performance of wireless networks, the network coding is 
selected rather than the conventional routing pattern. But 
random network coding is vulnerable to new threats as 
well as some malicious attacks. Thus, we design a secure 
network coding scheme, and conceive an incentive 
compatible mechanism to stimulate forwarding packets 
according to the selfish behavior of nodes. From section 
Ⅲ  and section Ⅳ , it is obvious that our scheme 
achieves security for wireless networks based on network 
coding. Experiment results and security analysis also 
validate our theory. 
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